
Intern Finance (m/f/d, full-time or part-time “Werkstudent”) - 10x Founders (VC
Fund - Munich, Germany)

“10x Founders” is an innovative, network-driven European venture capital investor backing
early-stage entrepreneurs on their journey of building global companies. Our partners are a
team of very successful serial entrepreneurs and accomplished investors with an
outstanding investment track record. We genuinely enjoy and are motivated by giving back
to, supporting, and collaborating with entrepreneurs and their teams to create global leaders.
At the same time, we have the ambition to establish a creative new venture fund that helps
to bring European start-ups and entrepreneurship to the forefront of the European and global
economy.

The role

We are now looking for an intern in the Finance area who joins us on our journey. You will be
an essential part of the team, supporting in the areas of portfolio analysis and management,
evaluation of start-up reporting and preparation of relevant financial analysis on fund and
portfolio level. In addition, you will contribute to the development of new innovative and
data-driven, scalable approaches to start-up analysis, portfolio management and VC
operations. The role will allow you to get a first hand insight into venture capital
accompanied in a very broad area of responsibility with a focus on finance related topics.

You are an innovative and energetic professional, on track to your finance related university
degree that demonstrates analytical capabilities as well as the ability to make sound and
responsible judgements. You are interested in supporting entrepreneurs and early-stage
start-ups. Ideally, you are also interested in digital products and innovation. We want you as
part of the team, with your ideas and views. You are motivated by the possibility to learn and
grow, to leave your footprint on 10x Founders, and to jointly shape our future and the future
of European entrepreneurship.

Responsibilities

● Further develop the backbone of 10x Founders including accounting, controlling and
valuation related matters in close cooperation with Head of Finance

● Support portfolio management framework to make start-up reporting actionable and
contribute to the preparation of investment decisions for follow-on rounds

● Further develop fund model including relevant analyses enabling and facilitating
strategic decisions on fund level

● Manage new and innovative digital solutions that help us in trying “new ideas and
approaches” as a VC fund

● Helping to shape the future of 10x Founders
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Experience and requirements

● Studying a finance related university degree that demonstrates quantitative
performance as well as qualitative capabilities

● Ideally, initial experience already gained through other relevant internships in the
finance, accounting/audit, asset management or consulting industry

● Ability to structure your thinking and document this, as well as help to structure
internal processes

● Curiosity to understand new, dynamic and fast-moving developments in technology,
digital products and innovation

● Clear communication and ability to speak to entrepreneurs and VC partners
eye-to-eye

● Flexible, friendly, and positive can-do attitude

Benefits

● Working with an excellent, experienced and collaborative high-performance team of
entrepreneurs and investors with flat hierarchies

● Ability to learn and grow, and gain relevant finance experience in an early stage
venture capital fund

● Flexible working conditions, e.g. work from home, allowing for a healthy work-life
balance

● Exposure to internal investment reviews and discussions of 10x Founders
● Attractive compensation
● Intense, innovative, energetic, fair, and fun working environment that allows you to

live and develop your personal and professional values and interests

We are keen to cultivate diversity within our team. Therefore we also encourage
non-traditional candidates to apply.

Apply now @ talent@10xfounders.com

Claudius Jablonka
Managing Partner
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